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ABSTRACT
Variables are the distinguishing new feature of XPath 2.0 which
permits to select n-tuples of nodes in trees. It is known that the Core
of XPath 2.0 captures n-ary first-order (FO) queries modulo linear
time transformations. In this paper, we distinguish a fragment of
Core XPath 2.0 that remains FO-complete with respect to n-ary
queries while enjoying polynomial-time query answering.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.2.3 [Languages]: Query
Languages
General Terms: Algorithms, Languages, Theory
Keywords: XML, XPath, Logic, N-ary queries
1. INTRODUCTION
XPath 2.0 is a common sublanguage of XQuery 1.0 and XSLT
2.0 which is recommended by the W3C. XPath 2.0 is a navigational
language for selecting n-tuples of nodes in trees, which in contrast
to its predecessors is designed to capture the expressiveness of first-
order (FO) logic. Variables are the distinguishing new feature of
XPath 2.0 over 1.0 beside of intersection and complementation.
Variables always existed in XQuery but were pushed down to
XPath only recently. Much of what could only be done in XQuery
before can now be done in XPath 2.0. For illustration, consider
the following program of XQuery that extracts author-title pairs in
books of a bibliography:
for $x in doc ( ‘ ‘ b ib . xml ’ ’ ) / descendant : : book return
for $y in $x / c h i l d : : author return
for $z in $x / c h i l d : : t i t l e return
<pa i r > { $y } { $z } </ pa i r >
In XPath 2.0, the same query can be expressed differently in a less
frequent style. We use a pair of free variables ($y,$z) in order to
select pairs of author-title nodes on the following navigation path:
doc ( ‘ ‘ b ib . xml ’ ’ ) / descendant : : book
[ c h i l d : : author [ . i s $y ]
and ch i l d : : t i t l e [ . i s $z ] ]
This example illustrates two of the three roles of variables in XPath
2.0. First of all, they allow to define n-tuples of nodes in trees by
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selecting intermediate nodes on paths. Second, they appear in node
tests for expressing node equality. And third, they are needed in
universal and existential quantifiers of XPath 2.0.
Practical path languages proposed by the W3C have large de-
scriptions. Therefore, it has become good practice to study such
languages within small formal cores which ignore syntactical de-
tails. More essentially, they abstract from standard operations on
data values such as arithmetic’s, which quickly lead to undecid-
ability.
Gottlob, Koch, and Pichler [13] define Core XPath or synony-
mously Core XPath 1.0, the navigational core of XPath 1.0. They
present an efficient algorithm for answering monadic queries in
combined linear time. Marx analyzes the expressiveness [16, 15].
He shows that closure of Core XPath under complementation can
express all binary FO queries. Much further work has been done
on Core XPath 1.0. See [5] for an overview.
Ten Cate and Marx [22] distinguish the counterpart Core XPath
2.0, and show that query equivalence is decidable via a complete
axiomatization. Since quantifiers are provided as primitives, it is
not difficult to see that Core XPath 2.0 captures the class of all n-
ary FO queries modulo linear time transformations. This implies
PSPACE completeness of model checking for Core XPath 2.0, so
that one cannot hope for polynomial time query answering except
if P=PSPACE.
In this paper, we distinguish a polynomial time fragment of Core
XPath 2.0 that we call the polynomial time path language (PPL).
We impose three main restrictions: no quantifiers, no variable shar-
ing in path composition, and no variables below complementation.
Note that all these conditions hold for the above example.
Our main result is that PPL still captures the class of all n-ary
FO queries, while allowing for polynomial time query answering
without any bound on n in the size of the answer set, the query,
the tree t, and tuple width n. Note that the size of the answer set
can grow up to the overall number of n-tuples |t|n, even though
it is often much smaller. In practice, n can easily get up to 10 or
more, for instance, when querying for attributes of restaurants such
as name, address, phone number, fax number, street, street number,
district, city, country, average menu price, food style, etc. Thus, the
time for query answering should be polynomial in the size of the
answer set, rather than in the number of n-tuples.
We start from the binary query language PPLbin which extracts
the essence of PPL without variables. This language can be iden-
tified with the extension of Core XPath 1.0 by complementation.
Due to Marx’s result stated above, PPLbin can define all binary FO
queries, i.e. PPLbin = FObin (modulo non-elementary transfor-
mations). Simultaneously, PPLbin enjoys polynomial time query
answering for binary queries. This requires an extension of the
efficient algorithm for Core XPath 1.0 in order to deal with more
costly intersection and complementation operators of Core XPath
2.0.
In the second step, we propose the hybrid composition language
HCL(L) for defining path languages with variables systematically
from binary query languages L. Path expressions C ∈ HCL(L)
are either binary queries q ∈ L, variables x, compositions C/C′,
unionsC∪C′, or tests [C]. Neither complementation nor transitive
closure are provided. Conjunctive and disjunctive queries over L
are expressible. Indeed, the language HCL(L) can be encoded into
hybrid logic with modalities inL [6], i.e. modal logics for unranked
trees with variables [4, 2].
We are mostly interested in the fragment of HCL(L)where vari-
able sharing is forbidden in path compositions. This fragment that
we call HCL−(L) subsumes unions of acyclic conjunctive queries
(ACQ) over L [24]. It is more general in that unions are permitted
in arbitrary positions, not only on top level of ACQs. This exten-
sion does not increase expressiveness though. We present a new al-
gorithm for answering n-queries in HCL−(L) in polynomial time
that uses a query answering algorithm for L as an oracle (which
always responds in constant time).
The polynomial time algorithm for PPL is induced by the poly-
nomial time algorithm for PPLbin via the following language equiv-
alence, which we prove modulo linear time transformations:
HCL
−(PPLbin) = PPL
The same equivalence can be used to prove the completeness of
PPL with respect to n-ary FO queries since PPLbin = FObin as
shown by Marx. It remains to show that hybrid compositions of bi-
nary FO queries without variable sharing capture n-ary FO-queries:
HCL
−(FObin) = FO
This follows by combining two results of Marx in [15] (one of
which strengthens the result of [19]). These show that unions of
ACQs over FO bin can express all n-ary FO queries. Even though
stated only for binary trees it carries over to unranked trees as we
show. Finally recall that HCL−(FObin) subsumes unions of ACQs
over FO bin.
Plan of the Paper.. We recall Core XPath 2.0 in Section 2
and distinguish its polynomial time fragment PPL in Section 3.
The variable-free part PPLbin is discussed in Section 4. The hy-
brid composition language HCL(L) is introduced in Section 5 and
then applied to PPLbin . The relation to acyclic conjunctive queries
is discussed in Section 6. Polynomial time query answering for
HCL−(L) is discussed in Section 7. Section 8 presents a direct
proof of HCL−(FObin) = FO. Related work on composition lan-
guages is discussed in Section 9.
2. CORE XPATH 2.0
The navigational core of XPath 2.0 (Core XPath 2.0) has been
proposed very recently by ten Cate and Marx [22]. We recall their
definition and known results on the relation with FO logic.
XPath 1.0 is a variable-free language for defining monadic or
binary queries. Its path expressions can be understood as naviga-
tion plans, i.e. on how to navigate from a start node in a tree to
a target node. They define monadic queries, when starting at the
root, or binary queries relating start nodes to end nodes. All these
queries are FO definable. XPath 2.0 is a language for defining n-ary
queries. The most important extensions with respect to XPath 1.0
are variables, complement and intersection on path level, and FO
quantifiers.
The study of expressiveness and efficiency issues for XPath are
usually based on small formal core languages. These extract the
navigational aspects of XPath rather than operation on data values
or arithmetics. The data model of XPath is abstracted to unranked
sibling-ordered trees with nodes labeled in some set Σ. Other fea-
tures are ignore, such as attributes, data values, and name spaces.
Such restrictions are unavoidable since decidability quickly fails
otherwise.
An unranked tree t ∈ TΣ is a pair a(t1 . . . tn) consisting of a
label a ∈ Σ and a possibly empty sequence of trees t1 . . . tn ∈ TΣ.
Every tree t defines a logical structure, whose domain is nodes(t),
the set of nodes of t. Its signature contains all axis of XPath as well
as their transitive closure. Furthermore there are monadic predi-
cates laba for all labels a ∈ Σ. We use shortcuts ch = child and
ns = nextsibling. The interpretation p(t) ⊆ nodes(t)n is the set
of n-tuples that a predicate p of arity n selects in tree t.
As usual in XPath related research [14, 15], we study the FO
logic over unranked trees with predicates ch∗ and ns∗. Let x, y, z ∈
Var range over variables. We will work with FO formulas φ with
the following abstract syntax.
φ := ns∗(x, y) | ch∗(x, y) | laba(x) | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | ∃xφ
Judgments t, α |= φ state that tree t ∈ TΣ is a model of φ under
variable assignment α : Var → nodes(t). These judgments are
defined in the usual Tarskian manner. Note that all axis of XPath are
definable in FO as well as their transitive closures, even though we
use only a restricted set in the formulas. Node equality is definable
too.
An n-ary query is a function mapping trees t ∈ TΣ to subsets of
nodes(t)n. Pairs of FO formulas φ and sequences of n variables
x = x1 . . . xn define n-ary queries qφ,x which satisfy for all trees
t ∈ TΣ:
qφ,x(t) = {(α(x1), . . . , α(xn)) | t, α |= φ}
Let FO be the language of all n-ary FO queries and FObin the lan-
guage of all binary FO queries.
The syntax of Core XPath 2.0 is listed in Fig. 1. Core XPath 2.0
extends the syntax of Core XPath 1.0 by node variables $x, quan-
tified path expression for $x in P1 return P2, relative complements
P1 except P2 and intersections P1 intersect P2. The size of terms
|P |, |T |, and |φ| is the number of nodes in these expressions. We
write Var(P ), Var(T ), and Var(φ) for the set of free variables in
the respective terms.
The semantics of Core XPath 2.0 is given in Fig. 2. Path ex-
pressions P denote sets of node pairs JP Kt,α ⊆ nodes(t)2 for all
trees t and variable assignments α : Var → nodes(t). Test ex-
pressions T denote sets of nodes JT Kt,αtest ⊆ nodes(t). A variable
path expression $x requires to move from the current node to the
node pointed by $x. This value can be constrained further by node
equality constraints in test expressions [$x is . ] or [$x is $y].
We call two path expressions P1 and P2 equivalent if JP1K
t,α =
JP2K
t,α for all trees t and variable assignments α into nodes of t.
XPath 2.0 has been designed to feature the expressiveness of FO.
To see this, we start with an auxiliary path expression by which to
reach all nodes in a tree:
nodes =
( ancestor : : ∗ union . ) / ( descendant : : ∗ union . )
Now we translate FO formulas as follows into Core XPath 2.0.
L∃x.φM = for $x in nodes return LφM
L¬φM = .[not LφM]
Lφ ∧ φ′M = LφM/Lφ′M
Lns∗(x, y)M = $x/(following_sibling :: ∗ union .)/[. is $y]
Lch∗(x, y)M = $x/(descendant :: ∗ union .)/[. is $y]
Axis := s e l f | c h i l d | parent
| descendant | ancestor
| f o l l ow i n g _ s i b l i n g
| p reced ing_s ib l i ng
NameTest := QName | ∗ where QName ∈ Σ
Step := Axis : : NameTest
NodeRef := . | $x where x ∈ Var
PathExpr := Step | NodeRef
| PathExpr / PathExpr
| PathExpr union PathExpr
| PathExpr i n t e r s e c t PathExpr
| PathExpr except PathExpr
| PathExpr [ TestExpr ]
| for $x in PathExpr return PathExpr
TestExpr := PathExpr | CompTest | not TestExpr
| TestExpr and TestExpr
| TestExpr or TestExpr
CompTest := NodeRef i s NodeRef
Figure 1: Syntax of Core XPath 2.0
JA::NKt,α = {(v1, v2) ∈ A(t) | v2 ∈ labN (t)}
JA::∗Kt,α = A(t)
J.Kt,α = {(v, v) | v ∈ nodes(t)}
J$xKt,α = {(v, α(x)) | v ∈ nodes(t)}
JP1/P2K
t,α = JP1K
t,α ◦ JP2K
t,α
JP1 union P2K
t,α = JP1K
t,α ∪ JP2K
t,α
JP1 intersect P2K
t,α = JP1K
t,α ∩ JP2K
t,α
JP1 except P2K
t,α = JP1K
t,α − JP2K
t,α
JP [T ]Kt,α = {(v1, v2) ∈ JP K
t,α | v2 ∈ JT K
t,α
test }
Jfor $x in P1 return P2K
t,α = {(v1, v3) | ∃v2 ∈ nodes(t).
(v1, v2) ∈ JP1K
t,α and (v1, v3) ∈ JP2K
t,α[x7→v2]}
JP Kt,αtest = {v | (v, v
′) ∈ JP Kt,α}
J. is $xKt,αtest = {α(x)}
J. is . Kt,αtest = nodes(t)
J$x is $yKt,αtest = {α(x) | α(x) = α(y)}
Jnot T Kt,αtest = nodes(t)− JT K
t,α
test
JT1 and T2K
t,α
test = JT1K
t,α
test ∩ JT2K
t,α
test
JT1 or T2K
t,α
test = JT1K
t,α
test ∪ JT2K
t,α
test
Figure 2: Semantics of Core XPath 2.0
This translation doesn’t care much about the current position during
navigation. At each time, it simply jumps to the node denoted by
some variable and tests some literal there. The encoding is correct
in following sense.
LEMMA 1. For all trees t and assignments α from Var into
nodes(t):
t, α |= φ iff JLφMKt,α 6= ∅
PROOF. By induction on the structure of FO-formulas. We only
elaborate the most interesting case, which is that of quantification.
The following statements are equivalent: t, α |= ∃x.φ iff exists v ∈
nodes(t) s.t. t, α[x 7→ v] |= φ iff ∪v∈nodes(t)JLφMK
t,α[x7→v] 6= ∅
by induction hypothesis iff Jfor $x in nodes return LφMKt,α 6= ∅
iff JL∃xφMKt,α 6= ∅.
This translation maps conjunction to path composition. Alterna-
tively, one could use the intersect operator, or conjunctions in
tests. Negation is mapped to negation in tests but can equally be
expressed by the except operator. Thus, there is some redundancy
in the language. In particular, we can remove the intersect operator
by using the following equivalence:
P1 i n t e r s e c t P2 = P1 except ( nodes except P2 )
N-ary queries in Core XPath 2.0 can be specified by a path expres-
sion P and a sequence of variables x = x1, . . . , xn. The query
qP,x that they define satisfies for all trees t that:
qP,x(t) = {(α(x1), . . . , α(xn)) | JP K
t,α 6= ∅}
Neither the start node of navigation nor the end node play any par-
ticular role here, since these can always be accessed by variables.
Furthermore, we can fix the start point $x of navigation along some
path P to be the root by prefixing this equality constraint to P :
.[. is $x and not(parent :: ∗)]/P
PROPOSITION 1. Core XPath 2.0 and FO capture the same n-
ary queries modulo linear time transformations.
Core XPath 2.0 = FO
PROOF. The above transformation of FO to Core XPath 2.0 is
in linear time and preserves queries by Lemma 1. Conversely, it is
quite obvious that all n-ary queries expressible in Core XPath 2.0
are FO definable. It is sufficient to introduce existentially quanti-
fied variables systematically for all positions in path expressions.
Note that existential quantifiers can not be dropped when below
negation. Note also that all axis of Core XPath 2.0 are definable in
FO, so that the back transformation is in linear time too.
Model checking for FO is PSPACE complete [21]. This is the
problem of answering Boolean queries, i.e. queries of arity 0. By
Proposition 1, this result carries over to Core XPath 2.0.
COROLLARY 1. Model checking for Core XPath 2.0 is PSPACE-
complete.
3. POLYNOMIAL-TIME PATH LANGUAGE
We present restrictions on Core XPath 2.0 in order to define a
large polynomial-time fragment that we call the polynomial-time
path language (PPL).
First of all, we disallow for-loops in order to avoid quantifier al-
ternation, which clearly raises PSPACE-hardness of model check-
ing.
LEMMA 2. Quantifier free F0 formulas can be translated in
linear time into queries by formulas of Core XPath 2.0 without for-
loops.
PROOF. The translation LφM maps quantifier free FO-formulas
to paths expressions without for-loops. Conversely, the introduc-
tion of variables for all positions in a path expression P does not
require any quantifier.
The converse of Lemma 2 is false. For instance, the following
negative formula expresses that if x is an ancestor of y, no single
ns step occurs on the path from x to y:
¬(∃z.∃z′.(ch∗(x, z) ∧ ns(z, z′) ∧ ch∗(z′, y)))
We could not eliminate quantifiers in this formula. Nevertheless,
it can be expressed in Core XPath 2.0 without for-loops:
.[not ($x/descendant::∗/nextsibling::∗/descendant::∗[. is $y])]
The translation L . M of this path expression to an FO formula creates
existentially quantified variables below negation. This quantifier
cannot be dropped or eliminated, even if we add firstchild to the
signature.
To see this, let φ0(x, y) be the counter example above and sup-
pose that it can be expressed by some existential formula of the
form ∃x1. . . . ∃xn.ξ where ξ is a quantifier free FO formula with
free variables x1, . . ., xn, x, y.
Let t be a tree with nodes u, v satisfying (u, v) ∈ firstchild(t)n+2.
This means that one can descend from u to v over a path of n + 2
subsequent firstchild steps. Since t, u, v |= φ0(x, y) there exists
a variable assignment α with α(x) = u, α(y) = v such that
t, α |= ξ. Since the number of intermediate nodes on the path
from u to v is n + 1, there exists a least one node w on this path
that does not belong to α({x1, . . . , xn, x, y}). Let us transform the
tree t into a tree t′ by adding a new node on the left of the previous
first child of w. One can prove that t′, α |= ξ, since on the nodes
of t we only changed the relation firstchild for w. This contradicts
t′, u, v 6|= φ0 which fails since the path from u to v contains a
nextsibling step now.
PROPOSITION 2 (QUANTIFIER ELIMINATION).
Core XPath 2.0 without for loops captures the set of all n-ary FO-
definable queries, modulo a non-elementary transformation.
PROOF. For the case of binary queries this result has been shown
by Marx. More generally, all extensions of Core XPath that are
closed under complementation are complete with respect to binary
FO-queries (Theorem 2 of [16]). In Corollary 4.2 of [15], Marx
shows that n-ary FO queries can be expressed as union of acyclic
conjunctive queries over binary FO queries. It concludes the proof,
since ACQS over binary Core XPath queries with except can eas-
ily be expressed in Core XPath 2.0 (Proposition 4).
Removing for-loops, and even variables below negations, from
Core XPath 2.0, however, does not suffice to reduce the complexity
of query non-emptiness.
PROPOSITION 3. Query non-emptiness for Core XPath 2.0 with-
out for-loops and variables below negation is NP-complete.
One can prove this result by reduction from Sat. The encoding
of Sat relies on using variable sharing between different branches
of compositions. Similar effects can arise with filters and conjunc-
tions in tests, so we have to forbid variable sharing in all these
cases.
DEFINITION 1. The polynomial-time path language (PPL) is
the restriction of Core XPath 2.0 whose expressions satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions:
N(for) no for loops and thus no explicit quantifiers.
NV(intersect) no variables in intersections: all subexpressions
P1 intersect P2 satisfy Var(P1) = Var(P2) = ∅.
NV(except) no variables in exceptions: all subexpressions
P1 except P2 satisfy Var(P1) = Var(P2) = ∅.
NV(not) no variables below negation, i.e., subexpressions not(T )
satisfy Var(T ) = ∅
NVS(/) no variable sharing in composition: all subexpressions
P1/P2 satisfy Var(P1) ∩ Var(P2) = ∅
NVS([]) no variable sharing in filters: all subexpressions P [T ]
satisfy Var(P ) ∩ Var(T ) = ∅
PathExpr := Axis : : NameTest
| PathExpr / PathExpr
| PathExpr union PathExpr
| except PathExpr
| [ PathExpr ]
Figure 3: Syntax of PPLbin
L.M = self
LP intersect P ′M = except (except LP M union exceptLP ′M)
LP except P ′M = except (except LP M union LP ′M)
LP [T ]M = LP M/L[T ]Mtest
L[T and T ′]Mtest = L[T ]Mtest/L[T
′]Mtest
L[T or T ′]Mtest = L[T ]Mtest union L[T
′]M
L[not P ]Mtest = [except LP M]
L[not (T and T ′)]Mtest = L[not T ]Mtest or L[not T
′]Mtest
L[not (T or T ′)]Mtest = L[not T ]Mtest and L[not T
′]Mtest
L[not not T ]Mtest = L[T ]Mtest
L[. is .]Mtest = self
Figure 4: From Core XPath 2.0 ∩ N($x) to PPLbin
NVS(and) no variable sharing in conjunctions: all tests in subex-
pressions T1 and T2 satisfy Var(T1) ∩ Var(T2) = ∅
Variables on the right of exceptions are forbidden, since this is a
form of negation. They are forbidden on the left too, since this is
a form of intersection. Variables sharing in filters would amount to
variable sharing in composition.
There are no restrictions on the union and or operators, so vari-
ables can be shared there. It is crucial to forbid variables below all
kinds of negation in except and not . Otherwise, one could encode
intersect and and expressions with variable sharing.
THEOREM 1 (POLYNOMIAL-TIME PATH LANGUAGE).
Expressiveness. PPL can express all n-ary first-order queries.
Complexity. Answers sets of n-ary queries A = qP,x for expres-
sionP of PPL can be answered in polynomial timeO(|P ||t|3
+n |P | |t|2 |A|) where |A| is the cardinality of the answer
set.
The expressiveness statement will be proved in Corollary 2, the
efficiency part is the combination of Corollary 3, Proposition 5 and
2.
4. THE VARIABLE-FREE FRAGMENT
We present a minimalistic dialect of PPL without variables that
we call the binary polynomial-time path language (PPLbin ). This
language can be identified with the variable-free fragment of Core
XPath 2.0 and with the extension of Core XPath 1.0 by the except
operator.
The syntax of PPLbin is given in Fig. 3. It is a proper sublan-
guage of PPL with a minor exception that we have restricted the
except operator to its negative side: exceptP = nodes exceptP .
All expressions of PPLbin are variable free:
N($x) there are no variables, no for loops, no node comparisons.
The expressions of PPLbin define binary queries – equally to path
expressions of Core XPath 2.0– which relate start nodes of naviga-
tion to end nodes:
qbinP = qP ′,(x,y) where P
′ = [. is $x]/P/[. is $y]
PROPOSITION 4. The following 4 languages define the same
binary queries modulo linear time translations:
PPLbin = PPL ∩ N($x)
= Core XPath 1.0 ∪ except
= Core XPath 2.0 ∩ N($x)
PROOF. The inclusions from the left to the right are all obvious
by syntactic identity. For the converse, we encodeCore XPath 2.0∩
N($x) into PPLbin . This is done by the linear time translation in
Fig. 4.
THEOREM 2. PPLbin enjoys the following two properties:
Expressiveness. All binary FO-queries can be expressed in PPLbin
.
Complexity Query answering for expression P of PPLbin which
outputs the set of node pairs for a given tree t is in time
O(|P ||t|3).
The completeness result with respect to FO expressiveness has
been shown by Marx [16]. It applies more generally to all exten-
sions of Core XPath 1.0 that are closed under complementation.
Another instance beside Core XPath with except is Conditional
XPath.
For the algorithmic part, it is well known that unary queries in
Core XPath 1.0 can be answered in linear time [13]. This gives
a quadratic binary query answering algorithm for Core XPath 1.0,
in the size of the input tree. The main evaluation trick of Core
XPath 1.0 lies in that the set of successors Sa(N) = {u
′ | ∃u ∈
N, a(u, u′)} of a set of nodesN by a standard axis a, in a tree t, is
computable in linear timeO(|t|). This can be extended to full Core
XPath 1.0 expression, so that computing SP (N), for some Core
XPath 1.0 expression P , is in linear time O(|P ||t|). However, it is
not clear whether this trick can be used for evaluating PPLbin , since
except operator can occur at any position in the input expression,
and in general Sexcept P (N) 6= SP (N).
We now give an algorithm to answer binary queries by PPLbin
expressions. Given a PPLbin expression P , and a tree t, we repre-
sent qbinP (t) as a |t|×|t| Boolean matrixM
t
P . Obviously,M
t
P is de-
fined by ∀u, u′ ∈ nodes(t), M tP [u, u
′] = 1 iff (u, u′) ∈ qbinP (t).
We consider the following operations on matrix: the sum+ and the
product . over the Boolean algebra ({0, 1},∨,∧). We also defined
¬M as the matrix M where 0’s (resp. 1’s) have been replaced by
1’s (resp. 0’s), and [M ] by ∀u, u′ ∈ nodes(t) [M ][u, u′] = 1
iff u = u′ and ∃u′′ ∈ nodes(t) s.t. M [u, u′′] = 1. We get the
following, for all PPLbin expressions P1, P2, P and all trees t:
M tP1/P2 = M
t
P1 .M
t
P2 M
t
exceptP = ¬M
t
P
M tP1unionP2 = M
t
P1 +M
t
P2 M
t
[P ] = [M
t
P ]
A naive implementation of these operations leads to a O(|P ||t|3)
time complexity to evaluate a PPLbin expression P on a tree t.
However, from a theoretical point of view, this can be improved to
O(|P ||t|2.376) since the best known algorithm for n-square Boolean
matrix multiplication is in timeO(n2.376), due to Coppersmith and
Winograd [7].
5. HYBRID COMPOSITION LANGUAGE
We define the hybrid composition language HCL(L) parametrized
by some binary query language L.
In general, L consists of a set of expressions b ∈ L that define
binary queries qb. In the simplest case, L could be the set of axis
of Core XPath 2.0. Alternatively, it could be FObin or PPLbin . In
these cases, the sizes of the expressions of L are relevant to the
complexity of query answering.
The hybrid composition language is navigational and provides
variables similarly to Core XPath 2.0. Its expressions are listed
in Fig. 5. They are expressions b ∈ L defining binary queries,
compositions C/C′, variables x ∈ V ar, filters [C] or disjunctions
C∪C′. The semantics of these terms is given in Fig. 6. Expressions
b ∈ L are mapped to the binary queries qb they define.
The only new part is the concept of variables in HCL(L). It is a
little simpler than that of Core XPath 2.0; it is motivated by hybrid
logic [6]. Variables x of HCL(L) are interpreted as node tests
rather than goto commands $x. Both of these concepts of variables
are closely related:
equality tests: x = [. is $x]
goto commands: $x = nodes/x
Note that this translation only works if the binary query nodes
can be expressed in HCL(L). This is the case, for instance, if
L contains ch∗ and root. Note also that complementation is not
provided by HCL(L).
The composition size |C| is the number of nodes of C. Note that
expression for binary queries b ∈ L have composition size 1, while
their size as an expression in Lmay be different. We write Sub(C)
for the set of its subformulas.
Expressions C of HCL(L) with a sequence of n variables x =
x1 . . . xn define n-ary queries as before:
qC,x(t) = {(α(x1), . . . , α(xn)) | JCK
t,α 6= ∅}
As stated in the introduction, we are mostly interested in the frag-
ment of HCL(L)without variable sharing in composition, i.e., with
expressions that satisfy NVS(/). We call this fragment HCL−(L).
PROPOSITION 5. The following two languages define the same
n-ary queries modulo linear time translations:
HCL
−(PPLbin) = PPL
PROOF. The inclusion from the left to the right follows from the
following translation:
LP M = P where P in PPLbin
LC/C′M = LCM/LC′M
LxM = .[ . is $x]
L[C]M = .[LCM]
LC ∪ C′M = LCM union LC′M
It remains to verify that the result of the translation belongs to PPL.
This holds since PPLbin ⊆ PPL and since we assume NVS(/). The
inverse inclusion follows by the inverse translation in Fig. 7. It can
be seen by induction on the size of path expressions that the back
translation always maps to HCL−(PPLbin ).
THEOREM 3. Hybrid compositions of binary FO-queries with-
out variable sharing capture n-ary FO-queries:
HCL
−(FObin) = FO
In Proposition 9 of Section 6, we will see that HCL−(FO bin)
subsumes unions of acyclic conjunctive queries over FObin. These
capture FO by Corollary 4.2 of Marx [15]. An alternative direct
proof is given in Section 8.
COROLLARY 2. PPL can express all n-ary FO queries.
PROOF. Theorem 2 of [15] shows that PPLbin = FObin. Propo-
sition 5 yields HCL−(PPLbin) ⊆ PPL and hence HCL−(FObin) ⊆
PPL, so that Theorem 3 yields FO ⊆ PPL. The converse has been
argued in Proposition 1.
C := b b ∈ L, expression for binary query
| C/C′ composition
| x variable
| [C] filter
| C ∪ C′ disjunction
Figure 5: Syntax of HCL(L)
JbKt,α = qb(t)
JC/C′Kt,α = JCKt,α ◦ JC′Kt,α
JxKt,α = {(α(x), α(x))}
J[C]Kt,α = {(u, u) | ∃u′.(u, u′) ∈ JCKt,α}
JC ∪ C′Kt,α = JCKt,α ∪ JC′Kt,α
Figure 6: Semantics of HCL(L)
LA :: NM−1 = A :: N (in PPLbin)
L.M−1 = self (in PPLbin)
L$xM−1 = nodes/x (in PPLbin )
LP1/P2M
−1 = LP1M
−1/LP2M
−1 (NVS(/) is preserved)
LP1 union P2M
−1 = LP1M
−1 ∪ LP2M
−1
LP1 intersect P2M
−1 = P1 intersect P2 (in PPL
bin
modulo linear time by NV(intersect) and Proposition 4)
LP1 except P2M
−1 = P1 except P2 (in PPL
bin
modulo linear time by NV(except) and Proposition 4)
LP1[P2]M
−1 = LP1M
−1/[LP2M
−1] (NVS([]) ensures NVS(/))
LP [not T ]M−1 = LP M−1/.[not T ] (.[not T ] is in PPLbin
by NV(not) and Proposition 4 so the result satisfies NVS(/))
LP [T1 and T2]M
−1 = LP M−1/L./[T1]M
−1/L./[T2]M
−1
(NVS(and) guarantees NVS(/))
LP [T1 or T2]M
−1 = P/(L./[T1]M
−1 union L./[T2]M
−1)
(NVS([]) maps to NVS(/))
Figure 7: From PPL to HCL−(PPLbin)
6. ACYCLIC CONJUNCTIVE QUERIES
We relate the hybrid composition language HCL(L) to positive
quantifier free FO-queries overL, and its fragment without variable
sharing in compositions HCL−(L) to unions of acyclic queries
over L. This yields results on the efficiency and expressiveness
of HCL−(FO bin) that we elaborate.
Positive quantifier-free FO formulas over L have the following
abstract syntax where b ∈ L:
ξ ::= b(x, y) | x=y | ξ ∧ ξ′ | ξ ∨ ξ′
PROPOSITION 6. If ch∗ belongs to L then HCL(L) can ex-
press the same n-ary queries as positive quantifier-free FO formu-
las over L modulo linear time translations.
PROOF. Given two variables x, z, we translate expressions C
in HCL(L) to FO formulas LCMx,z such that (u, u
′) ∈ JCKt,α iff
t, α[x 7→ u, z 7→ u′] |= LCMx,z
LbMx,z = b(x, z)
LC/C′Mx,z = LCMx,y ∧ LC
′My,z y fresh
LyMx,z = x=y ∧ y=z
L[C]Mx,z = LCMx,y ∧ x=z y fresh
LC ∪ C′Mx,z = LCMx,z ∨ LC
′Mx,z
Equality x=y can be expressed by ch∗(x, y) ∧ ch∗(y, x). For the
converse, we translate positive FO formulas ξ back to expressions
LξM−1 in HCL(L), such that qLP M−1,x(t) = {ν(x) | t, ν |= P}
for all variables x except for those introduced freshly by the back
translation.
Lb(x, z)M−1 = ch∗/x/b/z
Lξ ∧ ξ′M−1 = [LξM−1]/[Lξ′M−1]
Lx=zM−1 = ch∗/x/z
Lξ ∨ ξ′M−1 = LξM−1 ∪ Lξ′M−1
We next study HCL−where variable sharing is forbidden. Union-
free expressions of this language can be identified with acyclic con-
junctive queries (ACQs) over signature L when excluding unions.
Let ACQ (L) be the language of ACQs with finite signature L.
Expressions of HCL−(L)∩N(∪ ) can be identified with ACQs over
L, so that both of them have the same graph.
Query answering for ACQ (L) is the problem of computing qξ,x(t)
for a given formula ξ of ACQ (L), a tree t and variables x. This
problem can be reduced to answering ACQs for the relational db
which consists of the set of binary relations db = {qb(t) | b ∈ L}.
The size of this database is O(|t|2); it can be computed by answer-
ing the queries qb(t) with b ∈ L.
PROPOSITION 7. Computing answer sets A = qC,x(t) for n-
ary queries C in HCL−(L)∩N( ∪ ) is in polynomial time
O(|t2| |C| n |A|+
X
b∈L
p(|b|, |t|))
where p(|b|, |t|) is the time for answering the binary query b(t).
This follows from the above reduction to ACQ ’s over relational
databases and Yannakakis’s algorithm [24] that solves ACQ ’s for
relational databases db in combined linear timeO(|db| |Q| |Q(db)|)
where Q = qξ,x for some ξ in ACQ (L) and variables x.
PROPOSITION 8. Let L be a language of binary queries that
is closed under finite intersections and inverse and which contains
ch∗. The following two languages capture the same queries modulo
linear time transformations:
ACQ (L) = HCL−(L) ∩ N(∪)
PROOF. We have to show the inclusion from the left to the right.
For the other direction, we have already argued that all union-free
composition formulas without variable sharing can be expressed by
ACQ’s over L.
Vice versa, one can back translate those ACQ’s which are 1)
acyclic digraphs and 2) where no pair of nodes is connected by
two edges labeled by different b ∈ L’s. Here one needs that ch∗ ∈
L. Both properties can be enforced under the assumptions of the
proposition: to ensure 1) it is sufficient to invert some of the b-
labeled edges while relabeling by b−1. For 2), it is sufficient to
replace double edges labeled by b and b′ by single edges labeled by
b ∩ b′.
Let ACQ∨ (L) be the language of finite unions of ACQS over
binary queries in L. The many cited Corollary 4.2 of [15] states
ACQ∨ (FObin) = FO. The following proposition thus proves The-
orem 3.
PROPOSITION 9. The following two languages capture the same
queries (modulo at most exponential time):
ACQ∨ (FObin) = HCL−(FObin)
PROOF. Conversely, every formula of HCL−(L) is equivalent
to a finite union over formulas in HCL−(L) ∩ N( ∪ ). This can
be seen by distributing unions upwards (possibly at the cost of an
exponential blowup). Thus, Proposition 8 applied with L = FObin
yields ACQ∨ (FObin)= HCL−(FObin) as required.
7. N-ARY QUERY ANSWERING
We present a new query answering algorithm for the hybrid com-
position language HCL−(L) without variable sharing in composi-
tions. It extends the previous Yannakakis algorithm for ACQS over
graphs to unions [24].
Our first objective is to simplify expressions of HCL−(L) so that
no unions appear on the left of compositions. The naive idea would
be to replace (C1 ∪ C2)/C by C1/C ∪ C2/C. Unfortunately,
rewriting with this rule may lead to an exponential explosion, since
the subformula C is copied. We solve this problem by introducing
sharing path expression.
Let p ∈ Par be a parameter in a fixed set, which refers to ex-
pressions. A sharing expression D is similar to an expression of
HCL(Q) except that it may contain parameters p ∈ Par, while
excluding unions as well as parameters on the left of compositions
E ::= x | [D] | b
D ::= p | D ∪D′ | E/D | self
An equation system ∆ = [p1 7→ D1, . . . , pn 7→ Dn] is a finite
acyclic mapping from parameters to sharing formulas. This means
that all pi are pairwise distinct and that Par(Di) ⊆ {pi+1, . . . , pn}
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Pairs (D,∆) satisfying Par(D) ⊆ Par(∆) de-
fine composition formulas D∆ inductively as follows: self∆ =
self, p∆ = ∆(p)∆, x∆ = x, b∆ = b, [D]∆ = [D∆], (E/D)∆ =
E∆/D∆, (D ∪D
′)∆ = D∆ ∪D
′
∆. The size of a sharing formula
is the number of its nodes. The size of an equation system is the
sum of the sizes of its formulas.
LEMMA 3. Every composition formula C can be transformed
in linear time to a pair (D,∆) so that C = D∆. The sizes of D
and∆ are linear in the size of C.
This can be done by applying the following rewrite rule exhaus-
tively, always with fresh p’s:
(C1 ∪ C2)/C ⇒ C1/p ∪ C2/p where ∆(p) = C
Once this is done, we will have to replace formulasE on the right of
equations by E/self. The introduction of self is not essential
but will reduce the number of cases in our algorithm.
We present an algorithm computing sets qD∆,x(t) such thatD∆
satisfies NVS(/). We start with a filtering algorithm for a fixed tree
t and equation system∆. It computes all truth values MC(D,u) for
all u ∈ nodes(t) and an input formulaD:
MC(D,u) = 1 iff ∃α.∃u′ ∈ nodes(t).(u, u′) ∈ JD∆K
t,α
By using dynamic programming, we will compute the values
MC(D,u) at most once for all subformulas of D and ∆. There is
only a linear number of them by Lemma 3.
MC(self, u) = 1
MC(b/D, u) =
W
(u,u′)∈qb(t)
MC(D,u′)
MC(p, u) = MC(∆(p), u)
MC([D]/D′, u) = MC(D,u) ∧ MC(D′, u)
MC(x/D, u) = MC(D,u)
MC(D ∪D′, u) = MC(D,u) ∨ MC(D′, u)
The rules for MC(x/D, u) are correct since x /∈ Var(D∆) by
NVS(/) so that MC(D,u) can be satisfied independently of the value
of x. An analogous argument applies to MC([D]/D′, u). We let
L(C) be the set of binary queries b ∈ L occurring in C, for an
HCL(L)-formula C.
PROPOSITION 10. LetD be a sharing formula,∆ be an equa-
tion system, and t be a tree. Computing table MC on inputs D, ∆
and t is in time
O(
X
b∈L(D∆)
p(|b|, |t|) + |t|2(|D|+ |∆|))
if query answering for L is in time p(|b|, |t|) for some function p.
PROOF. For u ∈ nodes(t), and b ∈ L, let Su,b =def {u
′ |
(u, u′) ∈ qb(t)}. As a first step, all binary queries occurring in
D∆ are precompiled in a data structure that returns in time |Su,b|
the set Su,b, for any u ∈ nodes(t) and b ∈ L. This can be done in
time O(
P
b∈L(D∆)
p(|b|, |t|)). Computing MC with memoization
can be done in time O(|t|2|D∆|), i.e. O(|t|
2(|D|+ |∆|)).
The query answering algorithm in Fig. 8 processes the input for-
mula D recursively, while filtering unsatisfiable cases (in constant
time by using the table MC), eliminating duplicates, and memo-
izing auxiliary results vals(D0, u) by dynamic programming so
that they are never recomputed.
A partial valuation is a function of type V → nodes(t) for
some subset V ⊆ {x}; all other variables are projected away. Let
ǫ be the partial valuation with empty domain, and α[x 7→ u] the
extension of α mapping x to u. If α and α′ are valuations with
different domains, then we write α · α′ for disjoint union of both
functions. Variables of x but not occurring inD∆ can bind to arbi-
trary nodes of t. Function extendt,X takes care of this. It extends
a partial valuation in all possible ways, so that it becomes total on
a finite set of variablesX .
The algorithm stores sets of partial valuations vals(D0, u) as
auxiliary results. All these partial valuations can be extended to
some whole solution, since unsatisfiable cases are filtered by using
MC table.
PROPOSITION 11. The algorithm in Fig. 8 computes answer
set of n-ary queriesA = qD∆,x(t) in timeO((|D|+|∆|) |t|
2n |A|),
ifD∆ belongs to HCL
−(L).
PROOF. Since every recursive call to vals filters all unsatisfi-
able cases, every intermediate result can be extended to a whole
solution. Duplicates generated by union and projection are elimi-
nated, so that every recursive call returns at most |A| tuples. The
worst case time complexity occurs for the b/D′ case, and is in
O(|t| + n |t| |A|). Indeed, there are at most |t| successors u by
b, hence they are returned in |t| steps at most (since every binary
query has been first precomputed in a data structure which returns
all the successors of a node, by a particular binary query, in linear
time). Hence, the algorithm performs at most |t| unions of sets of
size at most n|A|, which can be done in time O(|t| n |A|).
Finally, since we use memoization, intermediate results are never
recomputed, so that there are at most O(|t| (|D + ∆|)) recursive
calls to vals which costs at most O(|t| n |A|) steps. Hence, line
15 requires at most O((|D|+ |∆|) n|t|2|A|+ |t||A|) = O((|D|+
|∆|) n|t|2|A|) steps.
COROLLARY 3. Answer sets of n-ary queries A = qC,x(t) de-
fined in HCL−(L) can be computed in time
O(
X
b∈L(C)
p(|b|, |t|) + n|C||t|2|A|)
if query answering for L is in time p(|b|, |t|) for some function
p.
1 q (D,∆, x, t ) =
2 l e t va ls (D0, u ) =
3 i f MC(D0, u)
4 then case D0
5 of self return {ǫ}
6 of p return va ls (∆(p), u )
7 of b/D′ return
S
(u,u′)∈qb(t)
{α | α ∈ va ls (D′, u′ )}
8 of x/D′ i f x ∈ x
9 then return {α[x 7→ u] | α ∈va ls (D′, u )}
10 else return va ls (D′, u )
11 of [D′]/D′′ return {α′ · α′′ | α′ ∈va ls (D′, u ) ,α′′ ∈va ls (D′′, u )}
12 of D′ ∪D′′ return extendt,Var((D′∪D′′)∆)∩x ( va ls (D
′, u ) )
13 ∪ extendt,Var((D′∪D′′)∆)∩x va ls (D
′′, u )
14 else return {}
15 pa r t i a l _ v a l s =
S
u∈nodes(t) va ls (D,u )
16 va lua t i ons=extendt,x ( p a r t i a l _ v a l s )
17 i n
18 return {α(x) | α ∈va lua t i ons}
Figure 8: Compute answer set qD∆,x(t) with implicit memoization.
PROOF. It is an obvious corollary of Lemma 3, and Propositions
10 and 11.
8. PROVING FO COMPLETENESS
For sake of self containedness, we present an alternative proof
of Theorem 3 stating HCL−(FObin) = FO. It strengthens a re-
sult of Schwentick [19, 18] relying on Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé games
and Shelah’s decomposition method [20, 23, 17]. Basically, a de-
composition theorem relates a logic on compound structures to the
logics on its components.
We treat the case of binary trees in a first step, and then lift the
result to unranked trees via binary encoding. We consider the FO
logic over binary trees, whose signature is {(laba)a∈Σ, ch1, ch2,
ch∗}. Here, we write ch1 for the first-child relation and ch2 for
the second child relation. In this section, FO stands for the set of
formulas over this signature.
We first recall some definitions from finite model theory (see
[11] for more details). Let n ∈ N be a natural number and t a
tree. For a tuple of nodes v1, . . . , vk ∈ nodes(t), we denote
by (t, v1, . . . , vk) the extension of structure t by k distinguished
nodes v1, . . . , vk (i.e. structure t whose signature is extended by k
constant symbols interpreted by vi’s).
The term typen(t, v1, . . . , vk) stands for a set of FO formulas
φ(x1, . . . , xk) of quantifier depth at most n that are satisfied when
mapping xi to vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
t |= φ(v1, . . . , vk)
Given two extended structures (t, v) and (t′, v′), we write (t, v) ≡n
(t′, v′) iff typen(t, v) = typen(t
′, v′). It is well-known that for-
mula typen(t, v1, . . . , vk) can be characterized by n-Hintikka for-
mulas. These are formulas τt,v1,...,vk (x1, . . . , xk) of FO with k
free variables and quantifier-depth at most n that satisfy
t′ |= τt,v1,...,vk (v
′
1, . . . , v
′
k) iff (t, v1, . . . , vk) ≡n (t
′, v′1, . . . , v
′
k)
Finally, every FO formula of quantifier-depth at most n is equiv-
alent to a finite disjunction of n-Hintikka formulas. The set of all
n-Hintikka formulas is finite modulo logical equivalence.
We now state our decomposition lemma for binary trees. Note
that this lemma is more general than Proposition 4.8 of Neven and
Schwentick [18], which is restricted to a single distinguished node,
i.e., to the case n = 1. Compared to Schwentick’s Lemma 4.1 of
[19], on one side, our lemma is simpler since it is stated in binary
trees, and on the other side, it becomes more easy to explicit non-
variable sharing when translating an FO formula into an equivalent
HCL(FO bin) formula.
Given a tree t and a node u ∈ nodes(t), we write t|u for the
subtree of t rooted by u.
LEMMA 4 (DECOMPOSITION LEMMA). Letm ≥ 2 and n ≥
0. Let t and t′ be binary trees. Let v = (v1, . . . , vm) be an m-
tuple of nodes in t and u = (u1, . . . , um) an m-tuples of nodes
in t′. We assume that both of these sequences contain at least two
different nodes. Let va be the least common ancestor of v and ua
the least common ancestor of u. Let v1a and u
1
a be the first children
of respectively va resp. ua, and v
2
a and u
2
a their second children.
We define set E,L,R of nodes as follows:
E = {e | va = ve} L = {l | v
1
a✁
∗vl} R = {r | v
2
a✁
∗vr}
In this situation, (t, v1, . . . , vm) ≡n (t
′, u1, . . . , um) holds under
the following three hypothesis
(t, va, (ve)e∈E) ≡n (t
′, ua, (ue)e∈E)
(tv1
a
, (vl)l∈L) ≡n (t
′
u1
a
, (ul)l∈L)
(tv2
a
, (vr)r∈R) ≡n (t
′
u2
a
, (ur)r∈R)
PROOF. The proof is based on Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé (EF) games,
which permit to characterize≡n equivalence of two extended struc-
tures. The idea is to combine the winning strategies of the Dupli-
cator on the parts of the composition to define a winning strategy
of the Duplicator for the whole structures.
Proving Theorem 3 for binary trees. Let φ(x) be an FO-
formula withm free node variables x. We will construct a formula
C(x) ∈ HCL(FObin) defining the same query as φ. The proof goes
by induction onm. The casem = 0 andm = 1 are easy.
The induction step construction mimics the decomposition lemma,
in such a way that first, an FObin-formula selects a branching node
va, intended to be the least common ancestor of the nodes selected
below it. A disjunction enumerates all the subset V of variables
of x depending on whether va is captured by variables from V .
Then another disjunction enumerates all the possible 2-partitions
V1 ⊕ V2 of the remaining set of variables, and and the construction
is applied inductively on the first and second child of va respec-
tively, with remaining sets V1 and V2 respectively (in the following
proof, the case V1 = V2 = ∅ is considered as a particular case).
At each step, the set of variables decreases, hence the construction
terminates. We now give the construction formally.
For more convenience, let us write ( pi=1Ci for C1/ . . . /Cp, and
we say that an FO-formula γ(x, x) is subtree-restricted wrt x if
variables from x and quantified variables denotes nodes below x
[19].
Given a tuple v = (vi)i∈I , and J ⊆ I , we denote by ΠJ(v)
the tuple (vj)j∈J , and we write Πi(v) instead of Π{i}(v). We
denote by ch1(v) (resp. ch2(v)) the first (resp. the second) child
of v ∈ nodes(t), and by lca(v, v′) the least common ancestor
of v and v′. Let n be a natural such that qr(φ) ≤ n. For any k
in {0, . . . ,m}, we define τk1 (y1, . . . , yk), . . . , τ
k
pk (y1, . . . , yk) as
an enumeration of the n-Hintikka formulas with k-free variables
(enumeration exists, see [11]). By induction hypothesis, for k <
m, we can associate with each n-Hintikka formula τkj an equivalent
HCL(FObin)-formula Ckj . Moreover, there exists a finite set of
indexes I such that φ(x1, . . . , xm) =
W
i∈I τ
m
i (x1, . . . , xm) [11].
Now we consider two cases depending on whether all free variables
will be instantiated by the same node or not. In the first case, it
is obvious to define an HCL(FObin) formula γeq equivalent to φ.
We take γeq(x1, . . . , xn) = c/ (i xi, where c is the formula
φ(x, y), subtree restricted wrt x, and in which all the xi’s have
been replaced by y. The second case is more technical. For i ∈ I ,
we define Di the finite set of all tuples (PE , PL, PR, j, k, l) such
that
• {PE , PL, PR} is a partition of {1, . . . ,m} with at most one
empty set and
• there exists t, v such that t |= τmi (v) and
– t |= τ
|PE |+1
j (lca(v),ΠPE (v)) and ∀e ∈ PE ,Πe(v) =
lca(v)
– t|ch1(lca(v)) |= τ
|PL|
k (ΠPL(v))
– t|ch2(lca(v)) |= τ
|PR|
l (ΠPR(v))
We let
γneq(x1, . . . , xm) = ∪i∈I ∪(PE ,PL,PR,j,k,l)∈DiC(PE ,PL,PR,j,k,l)
where the formula C(PE ,PL,PR,j,k,l) is equal to
ca/ (p∈PE xp/ [c1/C
|PL|
k (ΠPL(x))] / [c2/C
|PR|
l (ΠPR(x))]
and where (i) ca is the formula Ca(x, y), being equal to the n-
Hintikka formula τ
|PE |+1
j (y1, . . . , y|PE |+1) subtree restricted wrt
x, and in which all yi’s have been replaced by y, and (ii) cℓ is
the formula childℓ(z1, z2) for ℓ in {1, 2}. Note that composition
formulasC
|PL|
k andC
|PR|
l are well-defined, since |PL|, |PR| < m.
Finally we take C = γeq ∪ γneq.
It remains to prove that t, v |= φ(x) iff t, v |= C(x). When
all elements of v are equal, it is straightforward to prove that t |=
γeq(v) in both directions. Suppose now that v contains at least two
different nodes. We prove the following to be equivalent:
(1) t |= φ(v)
(2) ∃i ∈ I, t |= τmi (v)
(3) ∃i ∈ I, (PE , PL, PR, j, k, l) ∈ Di s.t.
(a) t |= τ
|PE |+1
j (lca(v),ΠPE (v))
and ∀e ∈ PE ,Πe(v) = lca(v)
(b) t|ch1(lca(v)) |= τ
|PL|
k (ΠPL(v))
(c) t|ch2(lca(v)) |= τ
|PR|
l (ΠPR(v))}
(4) t, v |= γneq
We only give the proof of (2)↔ (3) since other equivalences are
easy. Suppose that (2) holds for some i (assume to be fixed from
now on), and let PE be the set of indexes of elements of v equal
to lca(v), let PL(resp. PR) be the set of indexes of elements of v
below the first (resp. the second) child of lca(v) (note that these
two children exist as there exists two different elements in v and
all inner nodes have two children). By definition of n-Hintikka
formula, there exists (j, k, l) such that (a), (b) and (c) hold. By
hypothesis, one gets (PE , PL, PR, j, k, l) ∈ Di.
Conversely, suppose (3): the set Di is nonempty. Thus there
exists a tree t′ and a tuple of nodes v′ such that the conditions
in the definition of Di hold for t
′ and v′. Combining it with the
hypothesis, one gets the conditions of the decomposition lemma –
for instance, t |= τ
|PL|
k (ΠPL(v)) and t
′ |= τ
|PL|
k (ΠPL(v
′)), so
that (t,ΠPL(v)) ≡n (t
′,ΠPL(v
′)). Thus (t, v) ≡n (t
′, v′), and
t |= τmi (v).
Concerning the construction of formula C, remark that by defi-
nition, ΠPE (x), ΠPL(x) and ΠPR(x) are pairwise disjoint, so that
we ensure C to satisfy NVS(/).
From binary to unranked trees. We use the binary encoding
firstchild-nextsibling of unranked trees into binary trees [14]. For
a binary query b ∈ L, over binary encodings of unranked trees,
we denote by bin−1(b) the equivalent query (if it exists) on corre-
sponding unranked trees. It is not difficult to see that a composition
of queries b over binary encodings of unranked trees is equivalent to
the same composition of queries bin−1(b) over unranked trees. For
instance, the query b/b′/x on binary encodings of unranked trees
is equivalent to the query bin−1(b)/bin−1(b′)/x over unranked
trees. Note that it preserves non-variable sharing. It remains to
prove that every FO formula over unranked trees is equivalent to
some FO-formula over binary trees, modulo firstchild-nextsibling
encodings, and conversely. This is technical but not difficult.
9. RELATED WORK
The idea of combining Boolean, unary, or binary queries into
n-ary queries is not new.
Schwentick [19] shows how to define n-ary queries by combin-
ing unary queries by means of regular path expressions of unary
formulas of several fragments of FO. He states a decomposition
lemma similar to Lemma 4, from which he proves that combination
of unary FO queries is complete for n-ary FO (Proposition 4.2).
We can directly use this proposition to prove that HCL(FObin) =
FO. What remains unclear, however, is whether the formula ob-
tained does belong to HCL−(FObin). This is since no explicit con-
struction is presented. Is is not unlikely that the decomposition
Lemma 4.1 of [19] leads to a variable sharing, since the decom-
position does not partition the tree. The same problem in the case
of binary trees is solved by Marx [15] in his proof of Corollary
4.2. We lift this result to unranked trees by binary encoding, while
preserving non-variable sharing.
Arenas, Barcelo and Libkin [2] present a similar composition
language to HCL(L). While we combine binary queries, [2] pro-
vides a mechanism to combine Boolean and unary queries. They
give sufficient expressiveness conditions on the basic Boolean and
unary query languages to get an FO (resp. MSO)-complete query
language (Theorem 2). In Theorem 3, they relate the model-checking
complexity of the combined language to the model-checking com-
plexities of the basic query languages.
In the present paper, we focus on query answering for n-ary
queries, which was left open by [2]. They investigate model-checking
only, where non-variable sharing does not matter. Although the re-
sult FO ⊆ HCL(FO bin) is an obvious corollary of Proposition 1
of [2] (as soon as we can express the least common ancestor), it
is not clear whether it proves that FO ⊆ HCL−(FObin). In par-
ticular, it is not clear whether some fragment of the combination
language of [2] does correspond to our fragment without variable
sharing HCL−(FO bin). It may be definable by introducing a no-
tion of acyclicity as in conjunctive queries, but it not as simple as
our syntactic restrictions.
10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have distinguished a polynomial time fragment ofCore XPath
2.0, the polynomial time path language PPL. We have shown that
PPL is FO complete. No fragment of FO logic in ordered trees is
known that enjoy these two properties simultaneously.
This shows that the syntax of FO logics is too poor to talk about
trees simultaneouly in an efficient and FO-expressive manner. It
justifies path expressions as foundation of XPath a posteriori from a
fundamental perspective. An alternative solution would have been
to use modal logic operators in combination with variables such as
in hybrid logic [2, 6].
The first problem of FO in ordered trees is that it does not en-
joy quantifier elimination, while path languages with variables like
Core XPath 2.0 do. The missing expressiveness of FO is remedied
by allowing for path composition.
The second problem of FO logic is that it is difficult to distin-
guish polynomial time fragments beyond acyclic conjunctive queries.
As we have shown in this paper, this limitation can be overcome in
a path based language with variables such as Core XPath 2.0. The
most important restriction is to forbid variable sharing in path com-
positions.
A number of open issues remain. First of all, the new query al-
gorithm for PPL presented here requires cubic time in the size of
the tree. The question is, whether larger linear time fragments of
PPL can be distinguished that go beyond the variable free frag-
ments such as Core XPath 1.0.
The close correspondence between acyclic conjunctive queries
[9] and the hybrid composition language without variable sharing
in path composition – that we have presented – opens new ques-
tions about enumeration algorithms [3, 8, 10]. Which fragments of
ACQS or HCL admit polynomial-time preprocessing and a linear
enumeration delay?
Finally, let us note that a very similar proof as presented here can
be used to show that HCL−(MSObin) = MSO.
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